RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS
1.

As part of the Foreign Affairs Institute on doctoral studies in the Politics and Journalism
Department at Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, I dealt with the U.S. foreign policy, which is directly related to the subject of my doctoral dissertation. Academic dissertation, is related to my research interests, which I am developing since the beginning
of studies.

2.

During doctoral studies I established contacts with the main scientists representing international society all over the world, like for example Joseph Nye or Parag Khanna.

3.

Since the beginning of PhD studies I taught students international political relations.
I encouraged them to deepen their knowledge from international security and global politics, shared with them own passion. At WNPiD UAM I made own project of exercises
(lectures) from american policy. Unfortunately, I can not realised them because of formal
causes. I also taught series of lectures from the public diplomacy at The Royal Academy
of Business and Diplomacy in Wrocław.

4.

My scientific work: Three-level chessboard. Segmentation of „Great Politics” in thought
of Joseph Nye got in 2011 the Dean’s Prize at WNPiD UAM.

5.

I finished postgraduate studies Foreign and International Service on Law and Administration Department at Adam Mickiewicz University. My thesis dissertation included
the perception of American power.

6.

Since the beginning of doctoral studies at the Adam Mickiewicz University, I actively
participated in the Board of Doctoral Faculty of Politics and Journalism, looking after the
interests of this community. Previously I represented the Board as President and VicePresident of Faculty Council WNS UAM (since October 2009, the Institute of Politics
and Journalism became the Department).

7.

From 2016 I am a juror (vicechair of the juror’s Council) of the District Court in Zielona
Góra; 2nd Penalty Department.

8.

From 2010, I am also a member of editorial office „Studia Geopolitica” – an independent
year issue propagating a knowledge from geopolitics. Publisher of this periodical is „Politikon” (transatlantic affairs thematic editor).

9.

From 2012 till VI 2016, I was member of the European Centre of Geopolitical Analysis
in Warsaw.
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10. I was an active participant of Polish Geopolitical Association – department in Poznań.
In addition, I was a member-founder of the Geopolitical Institute (an independent scientific-research NGO). Also, I was a founding member and active participant of the Polish
Society of Geopolitical – founded in order to expand the knowledge about the geopolitics, geostrategy, geoeconomy among students and those, who are interested in this topic.
Polish Geopolitical Association consists of people, who want to discuss their passions related to geopolitics and to broaden their knowledge on this subject, as well as organize
and participate in scientific symposiums and conferences such annual Geopolitics Meeting, held in various Polish towns. From 2008 to 2011 I belonged as a member of „Geopolityka”. Scientific-analytic bulletin of Geopolitical Institute – year-book of Polish Geopolitical Association. For two years, I have been also a secretary of the "Geopolitical Review” – the journal of the Institute of Geopolitics.
11. I finished scientific trainings in the City Hall in Zielona Góra and in the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. In addition, I completed the training for foreign service and completed
the English CAE course.
12. During studies at University of Zielona Góra I expanded my education course with additional subjects at University of Warsaw – that allowed me to broaden my interest
in U.S. foreign policy, geopolitics and perception of power, which I use in my current
scientific work.
13. I was one of the founders of „AUDIATUR ET ALTERA PARS” Study Group. It has
been working in Zielona Góra since 2004, and since the beginning I have been its active
member by giving speeches and taking part in debates.
14. Since the beginning of studies I have participated as a speaker in dozen scientific conferences (home and abroad), symposiums, congresses.
15. Several dozen publications: among its two scholarly monographs, scientific editor work,
conferences summary articles, articles in scientific periodicals, book reviews and many
more research projects.
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